1. Introduction

Reflectarrays in multifunction integration such as multiband [1, 2] and multipolarization [3, 4] are in urgent needs for space communication with advantages in high capacity and low cost. Meanwhile, antenna operating in circular polarization (CP) is advantageous for extreme environments since it eliminates the polarization mismatch and restrains multipath interference. Typical multiband CP reflectarray consists of multiple resonators within one unit cell, such as dual split loop [2] and concentric split ring [5] elements. However, there are few researches on single-resonator multiresonance cell for CP reflectarray, which could simultaneously achieve simplification structure and multiband capability. The single-layer multiresonance broadband CP reflectarray has been proposed reaching more than 30% antenna bandwidth in [6]. The dual-CP reflectarray with independent control in the identical frequency was firstly researched in [3] based on the circular polarization selective surface (CPSS) cell.

CPSS reflects one sense of CP incident wave and is transparent to the other. The first CPSS structure was proposed theoretically by Pierrot in 1966 [7] as shown in Figure 1. In this Pierrot design, the cell is a 1λ-long metallic wire folded into three segments, where the 3λ/8-long transverse orthogonal segments are separated λ/4 in longitudinal direction by the vertical segment. As the left-handed CPSS (LHCPSS), LHCP incident wave is reflected and RHCP incident wave is transmitted, while the behaviors are inversely for the right-handed CPSS (RHCPS). A handful of researches on CPSS about improved performance [8] and structure [9] can be found in the last decade. Some different methods on CPSS design have been introduced in [7, 10]. CPSS filtering orthogonal CP waves could be used in polarization converter and other CP managements in single aperture [11]. Dual-CP reflectarray using the reconfigurable CPSS cell was studied by Mener et al. in [3, 12], which has been the sole form for CPSS’s application to multifunction reflectarray design so far. Otherwise, the multemode CPSS with more stringent requirements has not been used, since that no simple electromagnetic structure achieving multimode CP discriminations has been known.

In this paper, a compact dual-mode CPSS cell is proposed, which could be used in single-layer dual-band CP reflectarray design. The RHCPS is displayed in one mode
while the LHCPSS is displayed in the other. A dual-band reflectarray in orthogonal CP waves based on the proposed cell is presented, together with the performance assessments in simulations and measurements.

2. Dual-Mode CPSS Cell Design for CP Reflectarray

2.1. Cell Operation Principle. As the Pierrot cell, the induced currents on both transverse orthogonal arms added in-phase or out-of-phase determine the CP sensitivity, and the $\lambda/4$ vertical distance ensures CP selection ability. In CP reflectarray, variable rotation technique (VRT) is used for phase steering. Thus, the rotatable element structure is required in each lattice. The periodicity should be reduced to $0.5\lambda$ to avoid grating lobe and get wider bandwidth. Furthermore, the whole length of the wire resonator should be equal to an integral multiple of the $0.5\lambda$ approximately, which is the prerequisite for geometrical resonance.

Thus, the bent horizontal metallic arms are adopted instead of the straight arms for dual-mode CPSS-based CP reflectarray cell design. The lengths of the whole metallic wire...
and the each segment will not follow the original electrical size limitation. The proposed cell is schematically illustrated in Figure 2. Considering about the geometrical resonance and the CP selection performance, the primary parameters stem from

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_n & = \frac{(n + 1)c}{2(2d_1\sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}} + d_2 + 2r + 2\beta)}, \quad n = 0, 1, 2, 3, \ldots , \\
    c & \approx 2d_1\sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}} + d_2
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \( n \) is the number of the current nulls along the entire wire in mode \( n \), \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \) is effective dielectric constant of the substrate layer, \( c \) is the speed of light, and the other parameters refer to Figure 2. Mode 2 and mode 3 are taken into account to decrease the length difference between the adjacent modes and reduce cross-polarization components. The Ku band is interested for satellite communication application.

Element simulations were performed using the CST Microwave Studio in the periodic structure optimization process with two Floquet ports (\( Z_{\text{max}} \) port and \( Z_{\text{min}} \) port). All of the parameters affect the selection characteristics, and the cell design parameters (\( \beta, r \)) influence mode 3 resonance frequency significantly. Tradeoffs have to be made in parameters optimization by genetic algorithm as shown in Figure 3. The foremost optimum targets are good reflect and transmission coefficients in both modes, and then the cross-polarizations should be considered. The final dimensions are as follows: \( p = 12.5 \text{ mm}, \quad d_1 = 0.5 \text{ mm}, \quad d_2 = 4 \text{ mm}, \quad r = 5 \text{ mm}, \quad w = 0.3 \text{ mm}, \quad \beta = 0.76 \text{ rad} \).

2.2. Simulation Results. The comparison of CP selection characteristics between the dual-mode CPSS cell and the classical CPSS cell (see Figure 1(a)) is shown in Figures 4 and 5. The classical CPSS cell operates at 12 GHz with single CP selection mode, while the proposed CPSS cell possesses two orthogonal CP selection modes. The resonance current distributions of the proposed cell in each mode are depicted in Figure 6. Mode 2 resonates under RHCP incidence with two current nulls, operating over the frequency range 11.8–12.7 GHz (\( S_{11}^{RR} \approx -1 \text{ dB}, \quad S_{11}^{LL} \approx -1.2 \text{ dB} \)), and the axial ratios (ARs) are less than 2.1 dB in both reflection and transmission cases; mode 3 resonates under LHCP incidence with three current nulls, operating over the frequency range 14.9–15.8 GHz (\( S_{11}^{RR} < -1 \text{ dB}, \quad S_{11}^{LL} < -1.4 \text{ dB} \)), and ARs are less than 4.9 dB in both cases. Thus, RHCPSS is displayed in mode 2, and LHCPSS is displayed in mode 3.

Compared with the classical CPSS, the proposed CPSS cell behaves obvious dual-mode CP selection characteristic. But it is regretful that the transmission losses in two modes are impacted slightly by nonorthogonal transverse current distributions from the bent arms, which increase the reflection components in transmission cases. Increased cross-polarized terms in mode 3 caused by the more complex current distribution deteriorate ARs inevitably. Even so, the modified CPSS structure and high-order resonances are crucial for dual-mode CPSS performance.

For CP reflectarray application, the good linearity phase curves in both modes are demonstrated in Figure 7. It should be mentioned that the phase compensations have been reversed with the rotated element under orthogonal
CP incident waves from the same port. Thus, the RHCP and LHCP horns should illuminate from the opposite sides of the reflectarray to obtain accurate phase correction on each aperture.

3. Single-Layer Dual-Band CP Reflectarray

The CPSS cell has been applied to dual-CP reflectarray [3], but not been used in other multifunction reflectarray designs. Using the PCB fabrication technique, the single-layer single-resonator dual-band reflectarray based on the dual-mode CPSS cell is fabricated and tested. Photographs of the manufactured reflectarray are shown in Figure 8. The size of the reflectarray is 200 × 200 mm².

The bent transverse metallic arms are printed on two thin F4B ($\varepsilon_r = 2.2$, $\tan \delta = 0.0009$) substrates, respectively. A piece of foam layer is placed between them to minimize reflection. The copper wires with the diameter equal to the width of the transverse arms are used as the vertical metal conductors in each unit. The both ends of the copper wires are connected to the transverse metallic arms and fixed by soldering. The reflectarray was illuminated by the RHCP horn from one side and then illuminated by the identical LHCP horn from the other side. The F/D ratios are 0.6 and the distances between the horn phase centers and the apertures are both 120 mm.

Radiation patterns of the focused beams with inverse orientations at 11.6 GHz and 14.6 GHz are plotted in Figure 9. At 11.6 GHz, the peak sidelobe level is -18 dB, and the maximum cross-polarization level is -23.4 dB. At 14.6 GHz, the peak sidelobe and cross-polarization levels are -18.6 dB and -28.8 dB, respectively. Figure 10 shows the measured gains and axial ratios versus frequency throughout both bands. The peak gains of 25.2 dBi and 26.5 dBi are obtained, with the efficiencies of 41.2% and 55.5%, respectively. Furthermore, the 1 dB gain bandwidths are 7.8% for RHCP (11.1 GHz-12 GHz) and 8.2% for LHCP (13.9 GHz-15.1 GHz). The ARs are kept below 1.6 dB in both bands. The drawback of the cell’s AR in reflection case at mode 3 is remedied by mutual coupling in practical array environment. As a dual-mode CPSS array, the insertion losses are considered in Figure 11, which are corresponding to the reflection characteristics depicted in Figure 10.

Compared with the classical CPSS [13], the CPSS-based reflectarray [3], and the dual-band reflectarray in orthogonal CPs [14], as summarized in Table 1, a CPSS-based dual-band CP reflectarray has been achieved. The cell can be used in other types of multifunction CP reflectarrays for space communication as well.

4. Conclusion

The dual-mode CPSS cell and the dual-band CP reflectarray based on it are studied in this paper. The proposed cell displays RHCPSS in one mode and displays LHCPSS in the other. The dual-band CP reflectarray consists of the cell is designed with performance assessments in simulations and measurements. This paper provides more functions and increases practicality value in developing CPSS. The dual-band dual-CP reflectarray and other CP devices based on the novel CPSS cell will be investigated deeply in future for space communication.
Figure 8: Photographs of the dual-band CP reflectarray: (a) top view, (b) side view, and (c) bottom view.

Figure 9: Measured and simulated radiation patterns of the fabricated reflectarray at (a) 11.6 GHz and (b) 14.6 GHz. The LHCP and RHCP feeds are placed on each side of the reflectarray, respectively.
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